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PLATFORM END
Douglas Baldock 

Last month I wrote about London’s St. Pancras Station with 
references to the Midland Main Line, and in passing was reminded 
of LMS 10000, Britain’s first main line diesel express locomotive 
and the fact that it carried out its trials on the Midland. 

This has further 
reminded me that in the 
fifties 10000 actually 
spent some time on 
the Southern Region 
of British Railways, in 
particular on the West 
of England expresses 
from Waterloo to 
Devon and Cornwall, 
which themselves bring 
back memories of 
travelling on holidays 
to the Ilfracombe and 

Barnstaple area. Sometimes in the late 1950s and early 1960s, 
on finishing work in the City of London around 5pm, instead of 
going straight home I would take the Waterloo and City Railway 
from Bank station to Waterloo so that I could have a short 
look at what had recently arrived at Waterloo. There were 
things there to remind me of Hornby-Dublo as rebuilt ‘West 
Countrys’ and ‘Battle of Britains’ were often to be 
seen at the head of express trains arriving from the 
Bournemouth main line or from the Salisbury/Exeter 
line. I remember on one such occasion seeing rebuilt 
West Country Class ‘Yes Tor’ standing at the buffers 
after completing its turn of duty. 

When travelling on westbound trains from 
Waterloo I used to be fascinated to see the lineside 
hoardings every few miles as the train progressed 
westwards, telling passengers that they were being 
taken to the ‘Strong Country’. These were to 
publicise the beers of Strong and Co. of Romsey, a 
brewery taken over by Whitbread in 1969 and closed 
in 1981. Somewhere just short of Salisbury (I think 
from memory) the last sign stated triumphantly 
“You’re in the Strong Country”. Previous signs read 
some such wording as “You are now approaching the 
Strong Country”. All of them depicted a Southern 
express train hauled by a Merchant Navy Pacific (in 
earlier years the engine was a Maunsell express loco, 
a ‘Nelson’ or ‘Arthur’, I can’t remember which). It 
would be nice to find a picture of one of those signs 
and reproduce it in miniature. 

Regrettably I never once saw 10000 or its sister 
engine 10001 on a West of England express to 
or from Waterloo, but I understand that 10000 
did operate on such workings on occasions (and 
probably 10001 also). It is even more regrettable 
that both engines were broken up; either would have 
been a fine candidate for preservation. 

The most famous West of England train to 
depart Waterloo in the years before the war was 
undoubtedly the ‘Atlantic Coast Express’. This train 
was very interesting for its many final destinations 
that required the gradual detachment of individual 
coaches as the train progressed westwards. Brake 
Composites were usually included for several of 
these destinations such as Seaton, often detached 
at Salisbury to be worked forward; and Brake 
Composites for Sidmouth and Exmouth, both 
detached at Sidmouth Junction (nowadays called 
Feniton) to be worked forward to their separate 
destinations. Next were the Restaurant Cars to 
be detached at Exeter. There were also Brake 
Composite coaches for Torrington, Bude, Padstow, 
and also Plymouth although this latter coach was 
sometimes enhanced by adding on two or three 
additional coaches at Exeter. 

There was of course also a section of the train 
being about three coaches bound for Ilfracombe. 

Incidentally this last Ilfracombe section was sometimes enhanced 
at Barnstaple Junction by a through coach from the Great 
Western Cornish Riviera Express that had been detached from 
its main train at Taunton. Sometimes in summer two services 
were provided, one to Ilfracombe, Torrington, Bude and 
Padstow; the other for Plymouth, Sidmouth and Exmouth. And 
on busy summer Saturdays there were sometimes no fewer than 
eight Restaurant Car Trains bound for Ilfracombe (2), Padstow, 
Bude, Plymouth, Sidmouth/Exmouth, Exeter and for Salisbury 
and all stations from Axminster onwards. In pre-war days there 
were of course no Bulleid Pacifics, so Nelsons and Arthurs bore 
the brunt of the work and I understand that sometimes even S15s 
were roped in to cope with the many services of the Atlantic 
Coast Express on some busy Saturdays. 

After the war of course Merchant Navys were heavily involved 
with expresses on the West of England Main Line, as also were 
West Countrys and Battle of Britains. I remember seeing rebuilt 
West Country 34096 ‘Trevone’ at Crewkerne making a stop on 
an up working in the summer of 1962. 

Incidentally it is surprising that in O gauge Hornby never 
included coach destination boards for the ‘Atlantic Coast 
Express’ and particularly so when one considers that they actually 
did boards for ‘Waterloo, Salisbury, & Exeter’ in both the blue 
and the white series. 
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 AGM at LEICESTER –
a photo report

This year’s AGM drew a good crowd of members – about 250 in number, an 
excellent turnout, although this year none had come any further than from New 
Zealand. Despite the drawback of having to sit through the meeting (about an hour 
again this year), many showed their appreciation of a super show by the numerous 
exhibitors of layouts, and of the offerings of the traders and the providers of 
mutiplicitous services.

The meeting produced no shocks or surprises. The Chairman talked of the 
bequest detailed in his chat this month; the membership report showed numbers 
holding up well at almost the same level as last year; the Treasurer confirmed that 
their was no cause for financial concerns, although some members expressed 
anxiety over the low interest on investments, the difficulties of improving which 
were explained. Rebecca’s forecast of a £1 rise in all subs was confirmed, though 
she did not dare ask for the constitution to be changed to institutionalise it for 
future years! All in all a comfortable, quiet meeting. Full minutes will, of course, be 
published later in the year. 

An unchanged committee was re-elected this 
year. Left to right, seated: David Embling, Rachel 
Vyse, Nicholas Kitchen. Standing: Bill Vyse, Roger 
Burnish, Neil Lewin, Adam Heeley, Jim Gamble, 
Geoff Brown, Chris Graebe. Not able to be 
present were John Harwood, Penny Samuelson 
and Peter Gomm. Below: the more important 
ones, gathered for the meeting. 

Below: Gauge O French Hornby 
trains ran constantly during the 
day. In the foreground, a train of 1S 
Coaches is hauled by a PO loco, while 
trains of Azur tankers and of low 
sided wagons circulate behind.

The largest layout in O gauge, here 
superintended by Dutch visitor 
Peter Zwakhals. All the stock 
circulating was of the GWR. 
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Royal Mail by Hornby-Dublo
Bob Field (947)

Although it was not introduced until March 1957, the Travelling 
Post Office (TPO) set was evidently a very popular item, being 
found in practically every original collection which was being 
actively developed between then and the time that stocks ran out 
in the shops.

From the start it was available as a complete set that 
contained a TPO van, lineside apparatus, a push-button operating 
switch and two diecast mailbags, the apparatus being integral with 
a full straight 3-rail section. 

There were also add-ons. For those who wanted a second mail 
train, the van was also sold individually boxed with two mailbags; 
and for those who wanted more than one lineside mail apparatus 
on their layout, this with switch was also available as a separate 
purchase. 

Spare mailbags were also advertised, supplied to dealers in 
yellow boxes of twelve and listed from 1959 as sales code no. 
1630. Here, however, is the first poser – does anyone have a 
box or packet numbered 1630? Another numbering anomaly is 
the advertising (during 1959) of the separate TPO van as 2401 
for 2-rail and 3401 for 3-rail; no boxes with these numbers are 
known. Presumably someone at Binns Road came to realise that 
the 2-rail van, with plastic wheels on one side only, would also 
work on 3-rail, so a “universal” 4401 resulted. This universal van 
has been found in a 3-rail set packed in 5/59, but the full 2-rail 
set was first advertised as late as 7/60, presumably due to the 
apparatus not being ready. This differs from the 3-rail version 
by having a plastic base, with provision to clip onto any standard 
2-rail track section, which was not included in the set. 

Surprisingly the push-button switch (which came in two 

versions, green button for TPO and red button for electrically-
operated uncoupling rail) was never advertised for separate sale, 
either as a ‘sundry’ or a spare part, and no packaging for this 
item is known. We might deduce the end of production from last 
known packing dates, although these are often absent from late 
items, but certainly all TPO items were available from factory 
stock until the end of normal trading (March 1964 for 3-rail, June 
1965 for 2-rail).

The apparatus is really very simple to wire-up, but difficulty 
is often experienced if the wrong power-source is used. This 
must not have any connection with the train supply, so only the 
C output of A3 or Marshal III units (or an altogether separate 
transformer) may be used. The switch has to be held down for 
the whole time that the mail van is passing the apparatus; this 
opens the doors as the van passes so that any mailbag inside the 
van is thrown out into the “net”, and any mailbag on the lineside 
hook is collected into the coach.

It is also important to include, at the very least, a ¼ straight 
for 3-rail or a 1/3 straight for 2-rail between the apparatus and a 
curve at either end of it. Indeed, the 3-rail instructions demand 
a ½ straight. This is to allow the train to settle properly into line 
before the mailbag operations commence. The instructions give 
other more or less helpful advice: to keep the mailbags clean 
and polished, and never to use more then one at a time; not to 
run too fast or too slow; not to load mailbags into the coach by 
hand, or oil the mechanism. Stuck mailbags should be removed 
from the coach by turning upside down and shaking rather than 
attempting to open the doors by hand. Perhaps too obviously, 
they also advise against running the coach the wrong way on the 
track when the mailbag is in place.

Example 1: The first 3-rail set.

One of the earliest sets produced, packed 
in a colour picture box with a packing 
date stamp for 3/57. There is a one-piece 
packing around the lineside part of the 
apparatus (formed into two rectangles), 
with a buff card strip over the track, and 
two endpieces holding the coach. There 
is a white test-tag and a printed packet 
for switch and mailbags (right). The van 
has all-sintered metal wheels, and final 
metal couplings. Instructions are coded 
16/157/50.



Above is a 2-rail set in an RWS (red, white-striped) colour picture box coded 
2400, having no packing date but with a guarantee slip dated 7/60. 

The van has ‘universal’ mixed wheels, final metal couplings, and unusually has 
the offset corridor connections on the wrong side (opposite to the pickup side). 
With a large yellow test-tag and accessories in an unchanged printed packet, and 
instructions coded 16/360/30. 

On the right, the end of the vans from this and another later 2-rail set are 
compared. The van on the right also came in a 2400-coded RWS colour picture 
box, having no packing date but with guarantee slip dated 7/61, a printed packet 
for accessories, and later instructions coded 16/1260/30. The van itself is a 
standard ‘universal’ with plastic couplings, with corridor connections on the 
normal (pickup) side.

Examples 8 and 9: 2-rail set 2400.

This 2-rail lineside apparatus, 
in a plain RWS box coded 2475, 
has a packing stamp of 11/60, 
and has a white test-tag, The 
switch is in a sealed plastic bag, 
and the instructions are coded 
16/360/30.

Example 10: 1959 2-rail Lineside 
Apparatus 2475.
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The new Hornby-Dublo Display at Brighton
Our last report from Brighton (November 2010 HRC) showed the splendid 
O gauge display that had recently been completed. By the time of the Tappers 
meeting, the Dublo display was also in place. Anthony Bianco (left), who of 
course gave substantial help for Michael Foster’s book, was among those who 
co-operated in setting up this excellent display of fine quality H-D items.

Above and below are the main elements of the 2-rail 
display, including near-perfect representative sets, 
locos and rolling stock. 

Above: Selected from the very best, 3-rail exhibits included 
a particularly good Gresley set, a City Station and fine early 
items. Below, yet more items are set out in one of the arches 
that help to give the museum its character. Well worth a visit!

Above: A most unusual rotating sign for exhibition display. 
Below: Rather desirable 0-6-2T goods set.
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